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Stakeholder meeting on June 16, 2016

• Sharing information
• Find similar goals and interests
• Get an overview about competences
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• Analysing current status at the Museum: our priority goes mainly to photos and negatives (MuiS)
• First optimization of photo digitization workflows
• What kind of (innovative) solutions we can use?
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What kind of solutions are available for digitization already? How can we use that?

• Europeana  
  http://www.europeana.eu

• Crowdsourcing – possibility to increase the productivity of digitization  
  https://www.zooniverse.org  
  https://crowdcrafting.org  
  http://pybossa.com
Next steps

• Testing 3D solutions, virtual reality possibilities (virtual tours at the museum or at the places with military background, reconstruct items virtually)
• Optimizing digitization workflows
• How to use and speed up mass digitization?
• Hackaton: to encourage cooperation between stakeholders and find innovative solutions for digitizing military heritage (panned in January 2017)
• How about the concept: whole Estonia is a military museum?
Thank you for your attention!